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INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is to present and investigate a general 
projection-iteration method for the solution of the nonlinear equation of the 
form 
Ax -Bx==f, fEH. (9 
where H is a Hilbert space, A is a non-K-p.d.l linear and (in general) 
unbounded operator defined on a dense domain D(A) and B is a nonlinear 
operator with D(B) 1 D(A). Let Ho be another Hilbert space such that 
D(A) C H,, C Hand the Ho-norm of an element in H,, dominates its H-norm. 
Let {Hno) be a sequence of finite dimensional subspaces of D(A) which is 
projectionally complete in Ho , 0, an orthogonal projection of Ho onto Hno 
and P,, of H onto KH,,O. 
The projection-iteration method for the solution of Eq. (i) consists in 
determining the nth order iterant w,, in H, O by solving the linear equation 
P&o, = P,Bw,,-, + PnAQ,,xo , w,, = Qlxo , n = 1) 2, 3 )...) (ii) 
where x0 is the solution of Ax0 = f and w,-, is the iterant determined at the 
previous step. It is shown in Section 3 that under certain conditions on A and 
B the sequence {We} converges strongly in Ho to the solution of Eq. (i). It 
should be underlined that unlike other methods, the projection-iteration 
method (ii) requires at each step only the solution of a single linear equation 
in a finite dimensional space. This fact points to the superiority of the method 
(ii) and to its practical usefulness. 
* Present address: Department of Mathematics, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, 
New Jersey. 
1 For the precise definition of the concepts, operators and spaces mentioned in 
the Introduction see Section 1. 
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When it is possible to construct effectively the inverse A-l, then instead of 
Eq. (i) we can solve the equivalent equation 
x = A-1Bx + A-lf 
by a somewhat simpler projection-iteration method 
(iii) 
2, = Q&%,-1 + Qnx,, , z, = x,, = A-lf, n = 1, 2,..., (iv> 
which, as is shown in Section 3, also converges in H,, under the same con- 
ditions as those used for the method (ii). In case A is K-p.d. and K-sym- 
metric the method (iv), or rather its equivalent variant, was first suggested 
in an interesting paper by Martyniuk [l] whose proof of convergence, 
however, at least in parts is invalid (for the explanation, see the end of 
Section 2). Consequently, a new convergence proof even in this special case 
has to be given. 
We now outline briefly some of the results obtained in this paper. Thus, 
in Section 1 we introduce our problem and show that, under certain conditions 
on A and B, Eq. (i) has a unique solution which can be obtained as the strong 
limit in HO of the sequence {xn} determined by 
Ax, = &z-l +f, x,, = A-If, n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . (9 
This existence theorem is then used in Sections 2 and 3. As a special case of(v) 
we deduce the corresponding result of Martyniuk [l]. In Section 2 we study 
the convergence of the double sequence {u(,“)} which, for each fixed n, is 
determined by the modified projection method 
P,Au~~’ = P,,BuA~-~) + P,AQ,,xo , u$’ = QnxO , m = 1,2,3 ,..., 
(4 
when it is applied to the solution of Eq. (i). Similar method is studied for the 
solution of Eq. (iii). As was already noted, in Section 3 we study the methods 
(ii) and (iv). The class of Eqs. (i) to which the projection-iteration method is 
applicable is restricted by a requirement (see (9) below) which, in effect, is 
equivalent to the condition that the operator A-lB be a strict contraction on 
some ball about the origin. To free ourselves from this requirement, in 
Section 4 we show that, under some mild differentiability condition on B, 
a suitable real parameter p can be found so that the equivalent equation 
A,,x = B,x +f (vii) 
has a unique solution and the sequence of iterants {We} determined by the 
projection-iteration method, when it is applied to Eq. (vii) or to the equation 
x = AilB,x + A-If, converges in H,, to that solution. We note that the 
existence of solutions of Eq. (vii) is proved by means of the iteration method 
Ap,, = B,x,-l + f, n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., (viii) 
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where N,, is the solution of A,x, = f. Let us add that the introduction of a 
constant parameter to insure the convergence of {s,} determined by (viii) 
has been utilized before by a number of authors (see, for example, Douglas [2], 
Vainberg [3], Yakovlev [4] Browder and Petrpshyn [5] and other references 
given there). 
Finally, we remark that the projection-iteration method studied here can be 
applied to certain nonlinear equations in Banach spaces. Its investigation in 
this more general setup will be carried out in another paper. There we will 
also consider its application to certain classes of nonlinear differential and 
integral equations. 
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we introduce our problem and discuss a simple iterative 
method for its solution. Let H be a real or complex Hilbert space with the 
inner product (,) and the norm // I/ . A 1 inear operator T defined on a dense 
domain D(T) C H is called K-positive defbite (K-p.d.) if there exists a 
closeable linear operator K with D(K) > D(T), mapping D(T) onto a dense 
subset KD(T) of H, and two constants OL > 0 and /3 I> 0 such that for all 
x in D(T) 
(TX, Kx) > 01 I/ x :I2 and 11 Kx II2 5; /l(Tx, Kx); (1) 
T is K-symmetric if (Tx, Ky) = (Kx, Ty) for all .r: and y in D(T). Note that, 
when H is complex, the K-symmetry of T follows from the reality of ( TX, Kx) 
for .X E D(T). If T is K-symmetric and K-p.d. and HO denotes the completion 
of D(T) in the metric 
[u, v] = (Tu, Kv), I u I2 = [II, 4, u,v~Zl(T), (2) 
then it is known [6] that H,, can be regarded as a subset of H, K can be extend- 
ed to a bounded operator mapping all of HO into Hand T has a unique closed 
K-p.d. and K-symmetric extension T,, such that TO > T and TO is continu- 
ously invertible, i.e., T,, has a bounded inverse T;’ defined on all of 
H = R(T,,), the range of TO . Furthermore, (1) remains valid for all .X in 
H, in the form 
I x I2 2 01 II 32 IIS, II Kx II2 < B I x 12. (10) 
In applications, T is usually taken to be as simple as possible. 
Our problem in this paper is to solve approximately the equation 
Lx=Ax-Bx-f, feH, (3) 
where A is a complicated linear unbounded (not necessarily symmetric or 
K-symmetric) operator such that D(A) = D(T) and for certain constants 
7~>Oandy>OandallxinD(T) 
I (Ax, Kx) j 2 T)(Tx, EC) [or (Ax, lix) 3 T( TX, &) if H is real] (4) 
I (Ax, KY) I2 G Yv% w KY, KY), x, y E D(T), (5) 
and where B is a closed no&rear operator with D(B) r) D(A). Note that 
It’ = T;‘A, defined on the dense set D(A), is bounded in the Hs-norm. If 
17 denotes its closure in H,, , then 
IE~~9~l12d~12 for all x in H,,. (6) 
Thus, 17 has a bounded inverse defined on R(W) = Ho . It was shown in [6] 
that A, satisfying (4) and (5), h as a unique extension B, 3 rl such that A, is 
continuously invertible and structurally 
A, = T,WO, (7) 
where W, acts in H, and WC W0 C w with R( W,) = D(T,) and 
44,) = W’d. 
In what follows we assume that the extensions of T, R, and A have been 
carried out; therefore, we drop the subscripts. Note that in practical applica- 
tions, in general, it is not necessary to extend the given operators T and il. 
For the theory of K-p.d. operators T and non-K-p.d. operators A see [6]. 
After these preliminary remarks we now prove two lemmas which will be 
useful in our discussion of the solution of Eq. (3). 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that there exists a number q with 0 < q < 1 such that 
for all x and y in D(A) n B, , where 
the operator B satisfies the condition 
Then D(B) 2 H,, and the operator C = A-‘B is n strict contraction on B, , i.e., 
Ic~--YI,<qIx:-YI, X,Y E&. (10) 
PROOF. Let u be any element in H, . Since D(A) is dense in H,, , there 
exists a sequence {fen} C D(-4) such that u, + u in H0 . Put w = (r/l u 1) U, 
w, = (r/l tc, 1) u, and observe that w, E D(.4), j w, / = Y and w, - w in H,, and 
w E B, . Since {w,~} is a Cauchy sequence in H, and {w,} C B, , (9) implies that 
II Bwn - Bw~,( /i < -$$ / W, - wnL j -+ 0 (n, in - cc). 
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Thus, there exists an element g E H such that Bw, +g in H. Since w, --f w 
in H, , (l,,) implies that w,~ ---f zc in H. This and closedness of B show that 
w E D(B) and Bw, + Bw in H, as n -* c;o. Consequently, u belongs to D(B), 
i.e., D(B) 3 H, . 
To prove (10) note first that the relation D(B) 3 H,, and a simple argument 
imply the validity of (9) not only for x and y in D(--l) n B, but for all x and y 
in B, C H,, . Furthermore, since &-1 is continuously invertible, (1) and (4) 
impI)- that AI+l is a bounded operator of N into H with 
while (4) shows that for ally in H 
Finally, (9) and ( 12) imply that for all x and y in B, 
REMAIUC 1. It follows from the above argument and the first part of (12) 
that for (10) to hold it is sufficient to assume that 
For the sake of completeness we prove the following known contraction 
mapping lemma which we use below. 
LEMMA 2. Let B, be a closed ball about the origin in H of radious r >= 0 
and F be a mapping of B, into H such that 
1; Fx - Fy jl < q 11 s -y jl , 0 <q -.: 1, .T, y E B, . ( 14) 
Suppose that there exists x0 in B, such that 
I! .v, II s (1 - q) 1 and 11 so - Fs, i/ :< q(1 - q) r. 
Then (x,) determined by 
xn = F.tnpl , n = 1, 2, 3,. .., (15) 
is such that {x,) C B, , x,, -• x* E B ~ , s* is the uniquejisedpoint ofF in B, and 
II% - x* 11 < qn+4. (16) 
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PROOF. The proof of Lemma 2 follows from the general contraction 
mapping principle since, under our conditions, the closed ball 
B* = {x E H: I/x - x0 11 < qr} is such that B* C B, and F(B*) C B*. 
Indeed, x E B* implies that 
and 
II x II < II x - x0 I! + II %I II d qy + (1 - q) y = y 
IlFx - x0 II < IIFX --Fx, II + llJ+o - %I II < 4 II x - %l II + 4(1 - 4) y 
< q2r + qY - 421 = qy. 
After these subsidiary results we now give a short and simple proof of the 
following practically useful theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that A satisfies (4) and (5) and B satisfies the condi- 
tions of Lemma I. Suppose further that 
l]Bx jj<-%(x,1 0 --. 
d/3 
for x0 = A-If. 
Then Eq. (3) has a unique solution .z’* E B, n D(A) such that x* is the strong 
limit in Ho of the sequence {x,,} determined by the process 
Ax, = Bx,,, + f, x0 = A-lf. (17) 
Furthermore, the ~YYOY estimate of j x, - x* 1 is given by 
I xn - x* 1 < s/A-Y]. 
/ 
PROOF. Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 1 and 2. Indeed, x0 E B, and 
[ so I = (1 - q) r; furth ermore (9a) and (12) imply that 
I x0 - .q I = I x0 - (Cxo + ‘YO) I = I cx, I < 4 I x0 I < !I(1 - 4) y. 
Thus, if for all x in B, we define Fx = Cx + A-If, then in virtue of the con- 
ditions satisfied by C, Y and the elements x0 and x1 , {x,J C B, n D(A) and 
Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 and the structure of C. 
COROLLARY 1. If A = T (i.e., A is K-p.d. and K-symmetric), B(0) = 0 
and 
IIB~--B~~~Q&~~~-YI~ y-l”-YI, 
1-q 
X,Y ~4, (19) 
then the assertion of Theorem 1 remains v&d. 
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PROOF. If A = T, then we can take 71 = y = 1 and ,B = jl KTF !I; 
furthermore, (9a) follows from B(0) = 0. Hence, Corollary 1 follows from 
Theorem 1. 
NOTE 1. Corollary 1 was first proved by RIartyniuk [I] by somewhat 
different arguments. 
REMARK 2. Note that if neither the stronger condition B(0) = 0 nor the 
weaker condition (9a) hold, then instead of Eq. (3) we can consider an equiv- 
alent equation 
=Is = Bx +J, J=.f+wJ EH, 8x = Bx - B(0). (34 
If now we take +, = A-lj and f( 1 - 4) = 1 .?,I , then B satisfies the condi- 
tions of Lemma 1 and s(O) = 0. H ence, Theorem 1 is applicable to Eq. (3a). 
Let us note in passing that the disadvantage of the simple method (17) 
is that at each of its steps it requires the solution of linear equations (17) 
which, for complicated A, may be very hard if not impossible to do. However, 
if in Lemma 1 we require B to satisfy (9) for all .Y and y in B, n D(d), with 
R=2~T-lf1(I-~)-1if~~1 andR-2iT-lfI?-l(l --4))lifq<l, 
then instead of Eq. (3) we can consider the equivalent equation 
TX = TN - t&x -f), f E H, t >o; (20) 
and instead of determining the sequence {NJ by solving (17) we can determine 
(x~} by solving the much simpler equations 
TX, = Tx,,-~ - tLx,-, + tf, xg = 0, n = 1 , 2, 3 )...) (21) 
where t is a fixed real number such that 
O<t<2d1-!19) 
(Y + WY * (24 
We now prove the following useful theorem (for analogous approaches see 
[7,W 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that H is real, A satisfies (4) and (5) and B satisfies 
(9) for all N and y in BR n D(A) with B(0) = 0. If t satisjes (22), then {x~} 
determined by (21) converges monotonically in Ho-norm to the solution x* in 
D(A) of Eq. (3). The error estimate is given by 
where p = p(t) = 1 - 24 1 - 4) t -+ (y + +1q)2 t and R is defined above. 
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PROOF. First, our conditions on A and B imply that for D = I - tT-IL 
/Dx-Dy( <mj.v-yl for all x and y in BR n D(A), (24) 
where m2 = p = 1 - 277(1 - a) t + (y + ~4)~ t* < 1 in virtue of (22). In- 
deed, in view of (2), (I), (4), (5) and (9), a simple manipulation shows that 
for all x and y in BR n D(A) 
1 Ds - Dy I* = 1 x -y I* - 2t{(A(x -y), K(x -y)) - (Bx - By, K(x -y))} 
+ t* 1 T-lLx - T-lLy I* 
<{l -&(l -Y)t+(Y+r1y)*t2}l~-y12 
since 
/T-‘Bx-T~-~ByI~p7)ix-y1 and 1 T-lA / < y. 
Next, 
where is = A-lf hence B, C B,,, . Since B(0) = 0, Theorem 1 implies that 
Eq. (3) or Eq. (20) has a unique solution x* in B, n D(A) C BR,2 n D(A). 
It is easy to see that (xn} determined by (21) belongs to BR n D(A). In fact, 
2~s = 0 E BR and xl = D(0) + t T-‘f = t T-lf E BR since, by (24), 
I x1 - x* / = ( D(0) - Dx* I < nz I x* 1 
and, therefore, 
I x1 I < I xl - x* I + I x* I < m 1 x* / + I x* ( < R. 
By induction we show that, if xl , .v2 ,..., x6 are in BR , then .v~+~ E B, since 
I %+I - x* I = 1 Dx, - Dx* 1 < mb+l / X* I and, therefore, 
I Xkfl G I %+1 - x* / + 1 x* ) < mk+l I x* I + / x* I < R. 
Thus the assertion of Theorem 2 follows from (24) and the fact that x* and 
{xn} belong to B, n D(A). 
2. MODIFIED PROJECTION METHOD 
In this section we discuss a modified projection method for the solution 
of Eq. (3). 
Let {vi} C D(A) be a linearly independent sequence which is complete in 
H,, and for each n let H,O = span (pi ,..., F~} be a subspace of Ho . Consider 
the sequence {d} = {KF~}. For later use we prove the following lemma. 
LEhlMA 3. If {vi> C D(A) is complete in H, , then {q$} is complete in H. 
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PROOF. It suffices to show that for any v in H the equality (c, KpJ = 0 
for all i implies that v = 0. To prove this recall first that the set AX(d) is 
dense in Hand for everyg in KD(A) there exists u’ in D(=1) such thatg = Kw. 
Now ZLI, being in @.a) C H0 , can be approximated arbitrary closely in the 
Ho-norm by a linear combination of the form ZCJ,,~ .= Cycl :iyi . Since, by (l), 
K is continuous as a mapping from H,, to Hand ZLI,, -4 ‘ZL in H,, , it follows that 
hk,, -+ h% in H. But for any w,, we have (~1, A&,,) = 0, whence, on passing 
to the limit as 12 ---f co, we get (v, Kzuj = (v, g) = 0 for any ,y in a dense set 
KD(=i). Consequently, v = 0, i.e., {di] = {KC& is complete in H. 
Let H, = KHno for each n and let P, denote the orthogonal projection 
of H onto H,, . -\ccording to a modi$ed projection method an approximate 
solution u,~ in H,&O of Eq. (3) is determined by the equation 
P&c,, = P,Bu, + P,,AQ,+.o , x0 == L-If, (25) 
where Q2n denotes the orthogonal projection of Ho onto Hno. We first establish 
(for each fixed ?L) the existence of the unique solution u,* in H,O of Eq. (25) by- 
actually constructing it as a strong and uniform limit in Ho (as m -+ CO) of 
the sequence {UT’} of solutions of Zinear equations 
P&F’ = P,Bup-l) + PJQnwo, u$’ = Qnxo, m = 1, 2,.... (26) 
Then we show that u,* + x* in Ho , where x* is the unique solution of Eq. (3). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that d and B satisfy the conditions of Lemmu I. 
Suppose further that for each n 
(9b) 
Then the double sequence {uLmn,} determined by the modiJiedprojection method (26) 
has in Ho-norm a double limit which is the unique solution of Eq. (3), i.e., 
1:~ uAm’ = x* in Ho , x’ E D(d), (27) 
and x* is the unique solution of Eq. (3). 
PROOF. If we define the operators A, , B, , K,, and L, on H,O by 
-%I = PJ LY; , Bm = PnB III: , K = PnK 1~:: > 
L = PnL IH; (= -4, -~ B,,), 
then it follows from (4) and the construction of H, that 
/ (A1zILs, K ,s) / > 71 1 x Ip and I! K,,s I!* < t3 I x I* for all x in Hlso. 
(28) 
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Hence, as Section 1, one shows that K,&1 are uniformly bounded in the H- 
norm by $-l, A$Bn is a strict contraction on B, n H,,O with the Lipschitz 
constant g for each n and 
I A,~Y I2 G t I (Y, &$-?Y) I < ,F2 IIY II2 
Note also that 
for all y in H, . (12n) 
(0) un = Qrixo E 8 n Hn” and I u,!” I = I Qnxo I d I q, I < (1 - q) y. 
Furthermore, in virtue of (9b) and (12n), the first approximation ut’ which 
is the solution of Eq. (26) for m = 1 or equivalently which is given by 
is such that 
% - n nn (‘) - A-lB do) + Qaxo 
and 
Hence applying Lemma 2 to the operator F = A;;‘Bn + Qnxo , mapping 
B, n Hno into Hno, we see that {z@~> (m = 0, 1, 2, 3,...), determined by the 
process (26) or equivalently by the iteration method 
uLm’ = A;lBn~;m-l) + Qnxo , u,f’ = Qnxo , m = 1, 2, 3,..., (29) 
is such that (u;~,“‘} C B, n Hno, z@“’ --+ uz in the Ho-norm as m + co, 
u,” E B, n Hno and u,* is the unique solution of Eq. (25). Furthermore, 
since for any k 
1 Jk+l) -pd 
R 1E 1 < q / up - 2$-l’ I < 9.. < qk I up 
this and the fact that 
- uJ$ , - 
imply that 
I uh) -p j < , ,C) -p-l), + / &+l) _ ubn-2), 
n It 72 n 
+ . . . + 1 @+l) _ ,p 1 
< (q” + p-l + *** + qp+y I ,Q& / < p+y 1 - p-“) Y. (30) 
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for any m and p with m > p. Hence it follows from (30) that for any given 
d > 0 there exists an integer N = N(d) such that 
I lpi) _ p II ,I I<$ for m, p > 2%’ and all n. 
Consequently, as m -+ co, the convergence of u:~,“’ to uf is uniform in n. 
To prove that u,* -+ x* in H, , where .v* is the solution of Eq. (3), and 
therefore to establish the existence of the iterated limit lim, (lim, use’) = x*, 
note first that since (9b) implies (9a), Theorem 1 implies the existence and 
the uniqueness of the solution x* in B, n D(A) of Eq. (3). Observe next that 
in view of (4), (1) and (9), the inequality 
1 (L,,x - L,y, K,(s - y)) 1 > T( 1 - q) / x - y 1” for all s, y E B, n H,in 
and the fact that u,* and x* are respectively the solutions of (25) and (3) show 
that 
v(l -- q) / Zl,T - (Znx* I2 < / (L,,u,* - L,,Q$*, K,,(u,T .- Qnx*)) ( 
= I (PnAQnxo - PnLQ,,.5*, PJC(U,T - Q,,X*) i . 
(31) 
Since P,KH,O = KH,O, (31) and the Buniakovskp-Schwarz inequality imply 
that 
41 - 4) I d - Q,,,x * 1 < 1 T-:4Q,x, - T-lLQ,,x; ! . (310) 
In virtue of the fact that Qnx + x for each x in Ho and that the operators T-‘/l 
and T-lL are continuous in Ho-norm, (31,) implies that 
d1 - 4) I 6 - Qnx* I* < 1 [T-?4Q,x, - T-‘LQ,x* ( --+ 0, 
as n + co. This shows that u,* --f x* in Ho and x* E B,. , i.e., 
liF(l$ u,l”‘) = x*. 
Finally, to prove the existence of the double limit (27), we have to show that 
for each given d > 0 there exists an integer No = N,(b) > 0 such that 
(m) 
I% - x*1<& if n, m > No. 
Now, since u;“” -+ ux uniformly in n, given any 8 > 0 we can choose Nl so 
that ) u, W) - u* I < 6/2 for m 3 Nl and all n. Since x* = lim,(lim, ui”), 
for the same i > 0, we can choose N, > 0 so that n 3 Na implies the 
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inequality 1 u,* - X* 1 < &/2. Thus, if we take N,, = max {N1, NJ and let 
n, m > iVO, then 
Cm) I% - x*,~,u~)-*~,+,u,:-x*I<f+~=$. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
REMARK 3. The condition (9b) is certainly satisfied if in addition to (9) we 
also assume that B(0) = 0. 
REMARK 4. It may seem to the reader that the modified projection method 
(26), for the solution of Eq. (3), which is based on the approximate Eq. (25), 
is unnecessarily inefficient because it involves the calculation of the projection 
&co for each n. That this is not the case follows from the following observa- 
tion. Suppose that A and R satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1 and suppose 
further that B satisfies even the stronger condition B(0) = 0. Now, when the 
ordinary projection method 
P,Ax, = P,,Bx, + P,f, n = 1, 2, 3,. . . , (32) 
is used to obtain approximations X, in H,O to the solution x* of Eq. (3) and 
when we use the iteration process 
P,,AxLm’ = P,BxLm!“-l’ + P, f with x!’ = x0 = A-lf (33) 
to construct x, as the strong limit of x:~,“’ as m -+ oo, then in general the 
sequence {x:~“‘> need not belong to the ball B, n H,O or even to the ball B, . 
Consequently, x:~,“’ need not converge to x, as m + co. The reason seems to 
be that, in general, neither A;lP,, f = AilPnAxo # x0 nor AilPn f # Qnxo; 
therefore, on the one hand, there seems to be no way to estimate the quantity 
Ix?‘- x0 / as required by Lemma 2 and, on the other, there is no suitable 
way to prove that for each fixed n the iterants x8’ belong to B, n H,,O or 
even to B, since ) A;‘P, f 1 need not be < 1 x0 1 . However, if B(0) = 0 and 
if instead of Eq. (3) we solve the equivalent equation 
x=A-lBx+A-lf=Cx+xo, C = A-lB, x0 = A-lf (34) 
by the method 
YT2 Cm) = QnCy;‘-) + Qnxo , yf’ = x0 , m = 1, 2,..., (35) 
then yP’ -+y,* (m --f co), where y,* E H,O is the solution of the projectional 
approximation equation 
yn = QnCyn + Qnxo 3 n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., (36) 
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and y,* -+ m* (n -+ co) in HO. Unfortunately, we can no longer use Lemma 2 
in proving the convergence of {yiIWlm’) b ecause for the method (35) the hypo- 
thesis / yr’ - yp’ 1 =. 1 yr’ - x,, / -< q / x,, I of Lemma 2 need not be 
satisfied. Thus, a new argument has to be given. 
THEOREM 4. If A and B satisfy conditions of Lemma 1, B(0) =: 0 and 
C = rl-lB, then limn,., yr’ = x* exists in H,, , s* E D(d) and ,T* is the 
unique solution of Eq. (3). 
PROOF. Note that x0 E B, and that, since B(0) = 0 and ! Qnx 1 < 1 .r 1 
for each x in H,, , 
whence 
1 yd” ! :G (1 + q) I x0 I < (1 - q*) r < r, i.e., ylf’ E B,. 
Similarly, 
i y:) / d 1 X0 1 + q I y:’ 1 < (1 + q + 4’) j so 1 -:; (1 .- q3) r < r, 
i.e., 
y,12’~B,. 
By induction one easily shows that, for each fixed n, {yi,“‘) C B, or, in fact, 
{yp’) C B, n H,O for m = 1, 2, 3 ,,.. . Furthermore, from (35) it follows that 
, p) 
..n - ?‘n 
h-1) / = 1 Q,(cy~-l) - Cyp-9 1 ,( q // yn(m-l) _ y,l(m--2)j 
Hence, for any m and p with m > p, (37) yields the relation 
< r(q+l + q+2 + .** + qu’) = 
rq*(l ~- CJ”‘-~) 
l--q . 
As in the proof of Theorem 3, (38) implies that yhm,“’ - yf (in Ho) uniformly 
in n, y,* E B, n H,O and 
m* = WY: + !&x0, n = 1, 2, 3 ,.... (39) 
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Subtracting (39) from (34) with x = x* and using again (34) and (39) .we 
get 
x* -y* = cX* - QnCy; + x0 - &x0 = Q,, Cx* - (Cy,*) + x* - Qnx* 
whence we deduce the relation 
I x* - .yi*’ ( < (1 - $1 ( x* -Qnx* I-0 (n-+co). 
Now, the existence of the double limit Ii%,, yAm’ = x* follows from the 
same argument as has been used in the proof of Theorem 3. 
REMARK 5. The disadvantage of the method (35) is that it requires the 
advance knowledge of the inverse operator A-l which, for complicated A, 
may be very hard if not impossible to obtain. 
NOTE 2. When A = T, Theorem 4 yields the corresponding result of 
Martyniuk [I]. Let us add, however, that the existence of the double limit 
lim,,, yAm) cannot be deduced from the existence and the equality of the 
iterated limits 
as has been suggested in [l]. This can be seen from the following simple 
numerical example 
Up) - mn 
?n2 + n2 
(n, m = 1, 2, 3 ,... ), 
for which 
li$l$r aAm)) = li$l,” aAm)) = 0 
but the double limit cannot exist in this case since, for example, up) = 4 
for all n = m and c@) = Q for all n = 2m. 
REMARK 6. The fact that the double limit 
lim *tm) - * - 
n,m n x (or lim yLm’ = x*) n,m 
exists in Ho implies the convergence in Ho to x* of an arbitrary subsequence 
of {uAm)} (or of {Y;~)}). Therefore, we don’t have to use the double limiting 
process to obtain the solution x* of Eq. (3) (or of Eq. (34)). Thus, for 
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example, to construct the diagonal subsequence {up)} (or {yr)}) (II = 1,2,3,...) 
for each fixed 71 we have to solve a group of 11 Zineur equations (26) 
(or (35)) for m = 1, 2,..., n with uA”) = Qnxo (or yn co) = x0) i.e., we 
start with ui”) = Qi.rn (or yl”) = .vo) and compute “I’) (or !I”) from 
the linear equation 
(n = I) P,-4zd,(l) = P,Bu,(O) + P,AQ,x, (or y:) = Q,C.r, + Qix,); 
the approximant ~6’) (or yP)> is gotten from two linear equations 
(72 = 2) P,Au$' = P,B@ + PJQzxo (or-y:) = Q,Cx, + QzJEJ 
P,.4@ = P.,Bu,'l' f P,a4Q2xo (or y$?’ = Q&Jr.jl) + Q2Xo); 
the approximant .i3) (or ~$3)) is obtained from three linear equations 
(n = 3) P,Au>) = P,Bu,(O' + P,,4Q3xo (ory;' = Q3Cxo + QIxo) 
P hc2) = P Bu(') + P AQ 3z 3 3 3 3 3x0 (or y!’ = Q3Cyi1) + Q,s,) 
P,A@ = P,B@ +P,AQ,x, (or y(" = Q 3 3 Cyp' + Q3xo); 
the approximant up) (or yi4)) is obtained from the corresponding form linear 
equations, etc. 
It was suggested in [l] that instead of the method (35) with C = T-lB 
and B(0) = 0 it is more advantageous to use the combination method (i.e., 
Galerkin-iteration method) which in our framework consists in determining 
the sequence {z(;-~)} of approximate solutions .a(n-r) E H,O to the exact 
solution x* by the process 
Zl (') =QICzj-l' + Qlxo, z,$-~' =x0 = T-y, 
22' = Q2C$ + Qgco )d 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
d% = Qn+J’d”-l’ + Qn+lxo , 11 = 1) 2, 3, 4 ,.... (40) 
The suggestion is indeed interesting and the method (40) should prove to be 
practically very useful. Unfortunately, the convergence of the sequence 
{z,$} determined by (40) cannot be deduced from the convergence of the 
subsequence {y:)} determined by (35) or equivalently by 
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(where {&} C D(A) is an orthonormal sequence in Ha obtained from the given 
sequence {vi} C D(A)) as asserted in [l] since the proof of the convergence in 
[I] of the sequence (z,‘Tj} was based on Theorem 4 and the claimed equality 
or 
%+1 -Y?7 (') - (') + (Qn+l - Qn) (Czp-‘) + x0) 
(II) 
%H-1 = y?’ + [CP + x0, A+11 A+1 (41) 
which need not be true. In fact, the following simple example shows that the 
equality (41) cannot be true. 
COUNTER EXAMPLE. Consider the boundary-value problem 
- xc = x(t) + t, x(0) = X(1) = 0. (42) 
If we take the real space H = L,(O, 1) and define Bx = X, f(t) = t, KX = x 
and Ax = - x” on D(A) = {x E C2(0, 1) : x(O) = ~(1) = 0}, then it is not 
hard to see that all the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied with C = A-i, 
( x0 1 = ( A-lf 1 = 4 1/5, q2 = 4 fl < 1 and Ho the completion of D(A) 
in the metric 
[u, v] = (Au, v) = j: u’v’ dx, 1 u I2 = j: (u’)~ dx. (43) 
Take the coordinate functions vr = (1 - X) x and v2 = (1 - X) x2 in D(A) 
and orthonormalize them in Ho to get 
$bl = d/3(x - x”) and $b2 = dS(x - 3x2 + 2x3). 
Then, starting with yO- ( l) = ,z,$-l) = A-if = B (x - x3), the first iterants 
yl”) and z,(O), determined respectively by (35) and (40), are such that 
(0) = Yl 2,‘“’ = [Cx, + x0 , ~11~1 = g (x - x2). (44) 
By using (40) and (35) for n = 1 and m = 1, the equality (44) implies that 
i.e., the equality (41) holds in this case for n = 1. Let us remark that it 
follows from (35) and (40) that (41) is true for 7t = 2, i.e., 
2.(2) = y?‘“’ + p:” + x* , lj3] zf!13 ) 3 
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if and onlv if 
and [Cy?(l), $21 = [CQ’Y 421. 
It is easy to see that since 
-‘* (O’ = [Cs, + x0 9 lclll$4 + PO + ‘yo , lCIe1*2 = GO) + ht6 , 
where 
43 43 
h, = [CNO -I- .qj , $21 = - 2520 , 
the element ~11) is given by 
where 
i.e., 
Since A, f 0, (45) implies that 
Consequently, our remark above shows that 
23(2) # Y,(2) + [C$) + x0 7 ?hl $3 ,
i.e., the equality (41) is not true for every 72. 
The above example shows that Theorem 4 cannot be used to prove the 
convergence of the sequence {zA:i} determined by (40). It is the purpose of 
our next section to give a new proof of the convergence of the general pro- 
jection-iteration method for the solution of Eq. (3) from which the convergence 
of the method (40) will be deduced as a special case of our method, 
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3. PROJECTION-ITERATION METHOD 
In this section we prove the convergence in the He-norm of a general 
projection-iteration method for the solution of Eq. (3). The method is 
formulated as follows. If x,, = tz-lf and the initial approximation to the 
solution x* of Eq. (3) is taken as wa = Qix,, , then the succeeding approxima- 
tion eo, is determined by solving the linear equation 
P,Aw, = P,Beo, + PIAQ,x,, 
while we is determined by solving the linear equation 
P,Aw, = P,Bw, + P2AQg0. 
In general, when w,+i is already determined, then the succeeding approxima- 
tion w, is determined by solving the linear equation 
P&u, = P,,Bwn.-, -I- P,,AQ,,q, , wo = Qlxo 9 n = 1, 2,... . WI 
THEOREM 5. If A and B satisfy the conditions of Lemma I and B(0) = 0, 
then the sequence (wn} determined by the projection-iteration method (46) con- 
verges in Ho to the solution x* of Eq. (3), i.e., lim, w, = x* in Ho-norm, 
x* E B, and x* is the solution of Eq. (3). 
PROOF. First note that, since the equality B(0) = 0 implies (9a), the 
existence and uniqueness of solution x* in B, n D(A) of Eq. (3) follows from 
Theorem 1. Next observe that w. = Q1.xo E B,. and, in view of (28), Eq. (46) 
for n = 1 has a unique solution wr in HI0 which also belongs to B, since 
I w, - Qlxo I = I A,lB,Q,xo I G q I Qlxo I G q I xo I 
and, therefore, 1 w, 1 < (1 + q) ( x0 I < r. Similarly, for n = 2, Eq. (46) 
has a unique solution ws E Hz0 given by w2 = A;lB,w, + Qgo; hence, 
leu,l GIQ2xoI +qlw,l <<I +q+@‘)lxoI <r, 
i.e., ws E B, n H2’J. Assuming, by inductive argument, that wk E B, n Hko 
with 1~~1 \<(l +q+*.* + qk) I x,, / it follows from (28) that Eq. (46) for 
n = k + 1 has the unique solution wk+i E HE,, given by 
W - A&&+SJk + Qk+lXo - kfl 
Hence, by (47) and the inductive hypothesis, 
1 %+I 1 < 1 A;:‘:,B,+,Wo, 1 + 1 Qr+lxo t < 4 1 wk I + I xo t 
(47) 
< (1 + 4(1 -t q + .** +4kNlxoI = (g?) 1x01 <r* 
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Thus w,, E B,. n Ha0 for each n and 
w, = A,lBnw,,-, + Qnxo , ?I = I, 2,.... (48) 
Let s* E B,. be the solution of Eq. (3). Then .x* satisfies the equation 
.x* = A-lBx* + x0 (49) 
Subtracting (48) from (49) and using a simple manipulation we get 
x* - wL’, =1 -I-lBx* - ,4,1B,wn-, + x0 - Qnxo 
= .-I-lP,Bx* - A,lPnBwn-, + ,4-‘Bx* - -4,‘P,,Bx* + x0 - Qp, 
= rl,‘(P,Bx* - P,,Bw,-,) + x* - d,‘P&* 
+ A,lP,Ax,, - Qfixo . (50) 
Now, since the element (P,&.T* - P,,Bw,-,) belongs to H,i and x*. ZC~,-~ E B, , 
(12n) and (9) imply that 
j A,l(P,Bx* - P,Bw,-,) j < /?T-’ I/ P,(Bx* - Bw,-,) I/ < q* / x* - w,,-~ I . 
Moreover, since A is non-K-p.d. (i.e., -4 satisfies (4) and (5)) it follows from 
the author’s result in [9, Theorem 2 and Remark l] that 
h,* = A,‘P,,Ax* ---f x* and hno = A,‘P,,Ax, + x0 (51) 
in Ho, as n -+ co, because h$ and Iz,,O are the nth order projectional approx- 
imations in Hno to the respective solutions (i.e., to X* and x0) of the equations 
Ah* = Ax* and Ah0 = Ax, . 
Since Qnxo --, so in Ho, as n --f co, the above remarks and (50) imply that 
1 x* - w, I < q I x* - wn-1 I + h 1 n = 1, 2,..., (52) 
where, in virtue of (51), the sequence {b,) is such that 
&=1X*- A,lPnAx* 1 + 1 A,lP,LAxo - Qax,, \ -+ 0 (n --+ co). (53) 
If we put a, = 1 x* - w,, 1 , then from (52) we derive the useful relation 
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where a, = 1 x* - &,, ] is a fixed number. It is not hard to see that since 
1 > 4 (> 0) and b, + 0, as n -+ 03, the inequality (54) implies that a, --f 0, 
as n -+ 03. Indeed, since 1 > q (> 0) and b, -+ 0 as n + co, for any given 
d > 0 we can choose a constant b > 0 and an integer 0 < N,, (< n - 1) 
such that b,, < b for all m 2 No + I and 
(55) 
Hence, for all n > N, , 
Nil 
a,, < qnaO + 1 q%,,-i + ; . 
i=O 
(56) 
Again, since q < 1 and bnmj -+ 0 (as n -+ co) and 0 < i ,< No with No fixed, 
for the same tp > 0 we can choose N1 so large that 
NO ‘ 
qnaO + C q%,-i -=c $ 
i-0 
for n 3 N1. (57) 
Thus, if we choose N = max {No , N,}, then it follows from (56) and (57) that 
a, < d for all n > N. Since d is arbitrary, a, = ) x* - w, I-+ 0, as n + co; 
hence, the proof of Theorem 5 is complete. 
REMARK 7. It is seen from (46) that the application of the projection- 
iteration method to the solution of Eq. (3) at each step involves the problem 
of solving the linear equation in the n-dimensional space of the form 
P,,Aw, = P,,g (58) 
for any given g in H and n with t;Z satisfying the inequalities (4)-(5). Thus, 
from the computational point of view, it is useful to have a practical method 
for the solution of Eq. (58). One way of doing this is to construct from the 
given system {cpJ C D(A), which is complete in Ho , a new system {h} C D(A) 
which has the property that 
(A&,K&)=O if i>j. (59) 
For the algorithm of constructing such an upper semi-orthogonal system 
{&> for A satisfying (4)-(5) see [9]. If the solution w, E H,O of Eq. (58) or 
Eq. (46) is now taken in the form 
wa = 81x0 , n = 1, 2,..., (59) 
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with the given g = Bw,-~ + -4Q,,x, , then in view of (59) the coefficients 
{a,> are determined by the triangular system 
i (ail& , Ktjj) aj = (Bw,,el + -4Qpo , I$!), I :-:.; :z. n. (60) 
,=I 
As is not hard to see the system (60) is equivalent to Eq. (46) and, being 
triangular with (-d#i , K#,) i 0, is easily solvable. 
Let us note in passing that the observations of Remark 4 apply also to the 
projection-iteration method (46). C onsequently, if -4-i is available, then 
instead of Eq. (3) we can solve the equivalent equation (34) by the projection- 
iteration method (40) with C = d-lB and z;-” m:- .Y” = .4-!fi For this 
method the following theorem is valid. 
THEOREM 6. If d and B satid conditions of Lemma I, B(0) = 0 and 
C = -4-‘B, then the sequence {z:~-~)} = {z,, ’ determined by the projection- 
iteration method (40), i.e., by 
z n+1 = Q,d%r + QtL+l~~o 7 so = so = .-l-‘f, n = 0, I? 2,..., (404 
converges strongly in H0 to the solution s* E B, of Eq. (34). 
PROOF. Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 5 one shows 
that z,{ E B,. n H,,O for each n > 1 and, furthermore, that for each n 
~ x* - z,, 1 << q 1 s* - z,,-1 i + 1 s* - QIl.P ! . (61) 
Since q < 1 and / x* -C&x* ) + 0 (II + -n), as was shown in the proof of 
Theorem 5, the inequality (61) implies the convergence of z,, to s”. 
REMARK 8. If d = T and the sequence {pi: C Q-4) is orthonormal in 
Ho, then the method (40) or (40a) is equivalent to the method 
‘?I+1 
&$ = 2 (B&l) + f, &J p?i , z;-‘) = so = T-lf n = 1, 2, 3 ,... 
(64 
suggested in [l]. Its convergence follows from Theorem 6. 
SPECIAL CASES. Let us remark that from our general Theorems 5 and 6 
we can derive the convergence of a number of special projection-iteration 
methods by suitably choosing the operators -4, T and K. Thus, for example, 
the convergence of the Galerkin-iteration method is obtained by choosing 
K = I and -4 = T, of the generalized Galerkin-iteration method by choosing 
A’ = I and of the moments-iteration method by choosing K = A = T. Of course, 
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depending on the given problem, a number of other choices of the operators 
A, T, and K is possible provided that in all cases the hypotheses of our 
theorems are satisfied. In particular, by choosing K properly, our Eq. (3) 
contains also a class of odd order ordinary and partial differential equations. 
4. PROJECTION-ITERATION METHOD FOR EQUATIONS 
WITH DIFFERENTIABLE OPERATORS 
Let H be a real space and instead of Eq. (3) consider the equation 
Ax= -Bx+f, feH, (63) 
where A satisfies (4) and (5) on D(A) = D(T) and B is a nonlinear mapping 
with D(B) I) D(A). The class of problems (3) or (63) to which Theorem 1 
and especially, the practically useful Theorem 5 are applicable is restricted 
by the requirement (9) which, in effect, is equivalent to the requirement that 
the operator C = A-lB be a strict contraction in the Ha-norm on B, . 
The purpose of this section is to show that, under some mild differentiability 
conditions on B, a suitable real parameter p can be found so that certain 
variants of Theorems 1 and 5 are applicable to an equation which is equivalent 
to Eq. (63) without the requirement that A-lB be a strict contraction on B, . 
Thus, suppose that instead of Eq. (63) we consider the equivalent equation 
A,x = B,x + f, (64) 
where A,, = A + pT, B, = pT - B and p is such that 
P-L-7. (65) 
It is easy to see that in virtue of (65) the operator A, satisfies the inequalities 
analogous to (4) and (5) with r],, = 7 + p > 0 and yP = y + 1 p 1 . To impose 
suitable conditions on B let D(A), considered as a subspace of Ha , be denoted 
by D[A]. Suppose that there exists a number c with 0 < c < co such that B, 
considered as a mapping from QA] to H, has a Gateaux differential B’(x) R 
at each x in the ball B, n D[A] with an arbitrary h in D[A] such that B’(x) h 
is linear and bounded in h, i.e., for x in B, n D[A] and h in D[A] 
$$I1 f @(x + th) - B(x) - B’(x) h} I/ = o 
and B’(x) is a bounded linear mapping from D[A] to H. In what follows we 
also assume that there also exist numbers m > - co and M < CO such that 
m / h I2 < (B’(x) h, Kh) < M 1 h 12, x E B, n D[A], h E D[A]. (67) 
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LEMMA 4. Let x and y be any points in B, n D[A] and h an arbitrary 
element in D[A]. If B satis$es the relations (66) and (67), then for all 
w=&nWl 
mix-yyi”~(Bx-By,K(x-y))dMjx-yyj2 
W-0 
1 p(s -- y) - (T-‘Bx - T-‘By) 1 .< max{i p - m 1 , p - M I> / s -y j . 
(69) 
PROOF. Let x, y, h be arbitrary but fixed elements with x,y E B, n D[&4] 
and h E D[A] and let g(s) be the function defined on 0 < s < 1 
by g(s) = (Kh, B(y + su)), where u = x - y. In view of our conditions on B, 
it is not hard to see thatg’(s) = (Kh, B’(y + s-u) u). Hence by the mean-value 
theorem 
g(1) -g(O) = (Kh, Bx - By) = g’(S) = (Kh, B’(y + [u) u), 0 < E < 1. 
(70) 
Thus, (68) follows from (70) and (67) for h = x - y = u. 
To prove (69), consider the mapping 4(x) = PX - T-lBx for 
.v E B, n D[A] with p satisfying (65). S ince T-l is a bounded linear mapping 
(see [6]) from H into D[A], the operator T-‘B(x) has a Gateaux differential 
T-lB’(x). Thus, #(N) = ~1 - T-lB’( ) x , and as is known [lo], for all x and y 
in B, n D[A] 
I~(~)-~(Y)/~~~~~~I~L~---~B’(~+~(Y--X))~~X-YY. (71) 
Indeed, putting q(s) = [h, 4(x + s(y - x))] for any h E D[A] and 
x, y E B, n D[L4], we have 
41) - ~(0) = [h, 4(y) - cW1 = v’(O) = P, 4~‘@ + S(Y - $1 (Y -- 41 
for some 8 such that 0 < 0 < 1. Hence for any h in D[A] 
I Pv 4(y) - N41 I G oy+p,l /4’(x + O(Y - 4) I I h I I Y - x I 
whence, by choosing h =$(y) -4(x), we obtain (71). Using the definition 
of d(x) and condition (67), from (71) we obtain (69) because 
I 4(y) - b(x) I = I /4x -Y) - (T--x - T--Y) I 
d egl I 4 - T-‘B’(x + 4~ - 4) I I x - Y I 
~m~~ltL-~l,I~-~l~Ix-~I. 
We remark that the structure (7) of the extension of A (which is also 
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denoted here by d, i.e., we use A, T and W instead of A,, , T,, and W, as in 
Section 1) implies that instead of Eq. (63) or of Eq. (64) we chn consider the 
equivalent equation 
Wx = - T-‘Bx + T-lf, x E D[A], T-lf E H,, , (72a) 
or 
W,x = T-lB,x + T-‘f, WF = w + PI, T-‘B, = PI - T-IB. 
(72b) 
It is easy to see that the operator P, = W, - T-1B, = W f T-lB is 
strongly monotone on B, n D[A] provided p satisfies (65) and 
m>--7p (73) 
Indeed, for all .t’ and37 in B, n D[A], (65), (68), and (73) imply that 
[P,,-P~y,x-y]=[w&-y),x-y]-~~x-yy~ 
+ [T-lB.x - T-IBy, x - y] 
Hence 1 - (p - m/p + T) > 0 if and only if m satisfies (73). Thus, if Eq. 
(72a) or (72b) h as a solution in B, n D[A] then it must be unique. 
We remark also that using the structure (7) of the operator A it is not 
hard to see that for p satisfying (65) 
Vu = A;lBfi = (A + pT)-’ (~-IT - B) = (W + p)-’ (PI- T-‘B). (74) 
The advantage of introducing the parameter p is that in addition to (65) we 
can choose it in such a way as to make the operator V,, a strict contraction on 
B, n D[A]. It follows from (74) that VP is defined only on D[A]. However, 
if instead of VP we consider the operator 
rs = (w + pI)-l (pI - T-lB), (744 
where w is the closure introduced in Section 1, then w + PI is continuously 
invertible in HO and, therefore, rfi is defined on D(B) n H,, 1 D[A]; in 
particular, when D(B) > H,, , which in applications is often the case, then rP 
is defined on all of HO . It will be seen later that the possibility of using VP 
instead of F+ will be of considerable importance in the proof of convergence 
of the projection-iteration method used for the solution of Eq. (64). 
LEMMA 5. The operator V, is a strict contraction on B, n D[A] provided 
that, in addition to (73) and (65) p satis$es the inequality 
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Move precisely, ;fq(p) denotes the function of p dejined in (78) beZow, then 
1 ~-,x - F,Y I < q(p) I .r -y j , .v, y E B, n QA], (76) 
where q(p) --:. I .for any jked p sati&ing (65) and (75) 7u’th 
M - p 
+i -I- P 
for any p such that 9 C. p ::; G (ICI + m) 
q(P) = (77) 
for any p such that 
I 
p > - (M + m). 
2 
The function q(p) assumes its least value at p = pop = f (,&I + m) with 
dPOP) = 
M - m 
M+m+&’ (770,) 
PROOF. It follows from (4) (65), and (69) that for any x andy in B, n Q-41 
we have 
/ vp - r’,y I = I (IV + /J)-’ {p(x - y) - (FBx - FBy)} 1 
G (I(P) I “V --Y I 9 
where 
q(pFL) = -4 P - m I p i I-L - M I> 
?l+P 
It is easy to see that, for any fixed p, q(p) < 1 provided TV and m satisfy the 
inequalities (75) and (73). In fact, solving the inequalities 
-7-P <p--m<T+p and -T-P<P--M<+P, 
we see that p must satisfy the inequalities 
-mm<, 2p > 112 - 7, 2p > M - 7, - M < 77. (79) 
It follows from the first two inequalities in (79) that the conditions (65) and 
(73) are necessary for the operator I’, to be a strict contraction on B, n D[A] 
but that alone they are not sufficient. Since the last inequality in (79) follows 
from the first and the relation M > wz while (65) follows from the first two 
in (79), it is seen from (79) that (75) (together with (73)) is sufficient for k-, 
to be a strict contraction. 
If (73) and (75) hold, it is easy to see from (78) that the optimum choice 
of p is pOp = $ (M + nr) with the property that, in virtue of (73), 
pop > h (M - 7) (i.e., pop belongs to the convergence range (75)) and the 
corresponding value of q is given by (770p). The relation (77) follows from 
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the fact that, for p satisfying the inequality (M - 1)/Z < TV < 4 (Al + m), 
max{lCL-lt2I,I~---11/11}=IM-- 
while, for p 3 & (M + m), 
mdl CL - m I , I P - M I> = CL - m. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. 
REMARK 9. If in Lemma 5 the constant c = co, then the operator VP is 
a strict contraction on D[A] while the operator P, is strongly monotone on 
D[A]. Furthermore, in this case both operators admit extensions to the entire 
space H,, with the preservation of their properties. Thus, since the extended 
operator P, is strongly monotone, as a mapping of H,, into H,, , the theory of 
monotone operators implies that it is onto, i.e., the original equation (63) 
has a unique (possibly generalized) solution x in H,, for each f. Let us add 
that this approach can be used to establish the existence of solutions for 
mildly nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations. 
REMARK 10. If instead of the differentiability of B(x) in B, n D[A] and 
of the inequality (67) we assumed that for all x and y in B, n D[A] 
m ( s - y I2 < (Bx - By, K(x - y)) == [T-lBx - T-IBy, x - y] (80) 
1 T-lBx-T-lByj <MIX-Y\ (81) 
then, for TV > 0 and m satisfying (73), we would have 
I d(x) - 4(y) I2 = [14x -Y> - (T-‘Bx - T-W, CL@ -Y) 
- ( T-1Bx - T-lBy)] 
<(p2-2pm+M2)Ix--y12. 
Consequently, for x, y E B, n D[A], we would derive the useful relation 
from which we see that 
h(pl = p2 - &m + M2 
(P + 7)’ < l 
if and only if 
M*--* 
m+rl 
< 2y. (82) 
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Note that since m < M it follows from (82) that in case M > 7 the relation 
(82) implies the inequality M - 7 < 2~ but not otherwise. Thus, in this case 
VP is a strict contraction on B, n D[A] provided that, in addition to (73), 
p satisfies the inequality (82). 
In order to apply the results of Lemma 5 to the solution of Eq. (64) we 
first note that, since B, = PT - B, the operator V, = (-‘i f pT)-l (VT - B) 
is defined only on D[A] C Ei, and is a strict contraction (and hence continu- 
ous) on B, n @/I]. Since B, n D[A] is dense in B, (C HO), CT, admits a 
unique extension to all of B, which is also strictly contractive. This extension 
will also be denoted by I;, . Consequently, the solution of Eq. (64) which we 
will get as a limit in the H,,-norm of a sequence of iterants will, in general, be a 
generalized solution. Now for the construction of (possibly generalized) 
solutions of Eq. (63) or Eq. (64) the following new and apparently the most 
general result which is analogous to Theorem 1 is valid. 
THEOREM 7. Let -4 be a linear mapping satisfring (4) and (5) on 
D(-4) = D(T) and B a nonlinear mapping such that D(B) I) D(J) and B(0) = 0. 
Suppose that B satisjies the conditions of Lemma 4 for p and m satisfying the 
inequalities (73) and (75). Suppose further that 
i x0 i 
c 3 y = 1 - q(p) ’ 
where so = (A + pT)-lf and q(p) is given bar (77). Then the sequence 
{x,,> C B,. n D[A] determined by the process 
A,,x, = Bpn-, +f, x0 = ,4,!f, (84) 
converges in Ho to the (possibly generalized) solution x* E B, of Eq. (63). 
Furthermore, the error estimate of ( x, -- x* 1 isgiven by 
I xl? - x* 1 G 1 - q(p) 
4wn+1 / pf , 
u 
If, in addition, x* E D(B), then x* E D(tZ) (= D(A,)) and hence x* satisfies 
Eq. (63). 
PROOF. It follows from preceeding remarks and our conditions that 
x0 E B, n D[A] and / x0 / = (1 - q) Y with q = q(p). Hence 
Xl = A,‘B,x, + x0 belongs to B, n D[A] and, by Lemma 5, 
1 x1 - x0 / < q / x0 1 < q( 1 - r) q. Thus, each iterant x, determined by (84) 
belongs to D[A]; moreover, by Lemma 2, x, belongs also to B, and {x~} 
converges strongly in Ho to some element x* in B, . Since 
x,, = A,‘B,xnel + x* = vsxnel + x0 (86) 
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and V,, is a continuous mapping on B, (3 B,) the passage to the limit in (86) 
as n -+ co implies that x* is a (possibly generalized) solution of Eq. (64). 
The error estimate (85) follows from Lemma 2. To prove the last assertion 
of Theorem 7, suppose that x* E D(B), then it follows from (74a) that x* 
satisfies the equation 
x* = (w + pZ)-1 (/LX* - T-lBx*) + x,,; 
whence, in view of the equality x,, = A;tf = (W + pZ)-l T-If, it follows 
that x* satisfies the equation 
Since 
Wx* = - T-lBx* + T-lf. (87) 
- T-lBx* + T-lf~ D(T) = R(W), 
(87) implies that x* E D(W) = D(A) and, consequently, 
,4x* = TWX* = - Bx* j-f. 
REMARK 11. Let us add that the introduction of the parameter TV in such a 
way as to make A;lB, is a strict contraction has been also utilized by other 
authors for some very special operators in the solution of certain nonlinear 
equations in finite dimensional spaces. Thus, for example, Douglas [2] (see 
also Yakovlev [7] and the references given there) uses this approach in the 
application of the alternating direction method for the solution of nonlinear 
algebraic equations arising from the Dirichlet finite difference problem for 
the mildly nonlinear elliptic differential problem 
as a2u 
- ax2 + ay2 - = Q(x, Y, 4 for (x, Y) R with u =g(x, y) for (x, y) E aR, 
where R is the unit square and g(x, y) is a given function and where, for the L, 
analysis, it is assumed that 
aQ - co<m<~~--(x,y,u)<M<co. 
It is not hard to see that the L, analysis in [2] can be derived from our Lemma 
5 and Theorem 7 when we take H to be finite dimensional, T = K = I, 
A = A,2 + dy2, B = Q(x, y, u), c = 0~) and T] = 29. We add that in virtue 
of Lemma 5 it must also be assumed that p satisfies the inequality (75). 
To illustrate the generality of our Theorem 7 let us deduce from it the 
main result of Yakovlev [4, Theorem I]. To do this note first that Theorem 7 
remains valid when we specialize T = K = I and A = 0 with 71 = 0 and 
H,, = H. In this case Eq. (63) and (64) reduce to Bx = f and 
px = px - Bx + f, respectively, while the process (84) reduces to 
px,, = PG.-~ - Bx,,, -i-f. (844 
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By Theorem 7 the process (84a) converges to the unique solution X* in B, 
of our equation, where Y( 1 - q(p)) = lif 1; p-l, provided p is a fixed real 
number such that p > M/2; the error estimate is given by 
with the smallest value of q(p) attained at p = + (AZ + m). To obtain Theo- 
rem 1 in [4] put f = - F(0) and B(x) = F(s) - F(O), where F(X) is a poten- 
tial operator which is Frechet differentiable and which satisfies condition (67) 
on B, with m > 0. Indeed, if as in [4] we restrict p to the range 
p ,A $- (M + m), then q(p) = 1 - m/p and, therefore, 
llf II I/ F(O) ‘I 
7 = g - q&L)) = -.m- ’ 
which is the radius used in [4] for so = 0. If we put /3 = 1 /p, then the iteration 
method used in [4] is precisely our method (84a) and conditions in [4] reduce 
to our conditions. Consequently, Theorem 1 in [4] follows from our general 
Theorem 7. Furthermore, when pop = $ (M + m) then, by (77,,), 
q = hop) = (M - m)/(JI + m) and (854 g ives in this case the best error 
estimate derived in [4]. 
We now discuss the applicability of the projection iteration method for the 
solution of Eq. (63) or (64). In this direction we first prove the following 
theorem (assuming that we can effectively construct the inverse operator 
A-l) which is analogous to Theorem 6 but without the restricting assump- 
tion (9). 
THEOREM 8. If the operators A and B and the numbers TV and c satisfJ1 
the conditions of Theorem 7, then the sequence of iterants {u,,} determined by 
the projection-iteration method 
4 = o,,v,un-1 + et& 7 u. = x0 = A;% n .= 1, 2,..., (88) 
converges strongly in H,, to the (possibly generalized) solution m* in B,. of Eq. 
(63). 
PROOF. First note that since, by Lemma 5, V, = A;lB, is a strict contrac- 
tion on D, n D[A] the same arguments as those used in the proof of Theo- 
rem 5 show that U, E B, n H,O for each 71 > 1. Let x* E B, be the (possibly 
generalized) solution of Eq. (63) w h ose existence follows from Theorem 7, 
i.e., x* satisfies the equation 
x* = vp* + x0. VW 
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Subtracting (88) from (89) and using a simple manipulation, we get 
x* - u,, = Q,,V,,x* - QnVpu,,el + x* - Qnx*; 
from which, as in the proof of Theorems 5 and 6, we deduce the strong 
convergence of zl, to x*. 
When we cannot efficiently construct the inverse A-l then the projection- 
iteration method appears to be applicable directly to the solution of Eq. (64) 
only under some further assumptions. To derive the practically useful result 
concerning the solution of Eq. (64) which would be analogous to Theorem 5, 
we have first to consider the finite dimensional restrictions. 
Tn =PnTI,~, A,, = 4, f /*Tn , B, = 4-n - Bn , Kn = PnK lg. 
Using the same arguments as in Section 1 we easily show that 
(A,x, KG) > (7 + P) I x Ia and (T,x, K,x) > (Y (1 x (I2 for all x in H,,O, 
(90) 
and, therefore, both A,, and T, are one-to-one mappings of Hno onto H, 
for each n. Furthermore, for each IZ and each fixed p satisfying (73) and (75), 
A;iB,, is a strict contraction on B, n H,,O with Lipschitz constant 
q =&) < 1. T o prove this, first note that 1 A;iT,,x 1 < (7 + p)-l 1 x 1 for 
each x in H,O. This follows from the inequality 
P”i%m~> A = (Aany, GY) > h + ~1 (Tray, GY) = 61 + /A I A;;f;Tnx I’,
where we have used the fact that to each x in H,O there corresponds a unique 
y in Hno such that T,x = A,,,y or y = A;iT,x, since in that case the above 
inequality yields the assertion 
I x I I=- I T;‘&Y I > 61 + 1.4 I A;iTnx I - 
Next observe that the inequalities (68) and (69) of Lemma 4 remain valid for 
all x and y in B, n Hno when B, K, and T are replaced by B, , K, , and T, , 
respectively. The last two remarks imply that for all x and y in B, A H,O 
I -G%P - A;%~Y I = I A;:TnMx -Y) - (T,-liB,x - T;l&y)) I 
<Q(1L)IX--YI, (91) 
where q(p) is given by (77). 
Using the above established properties of finite dimensional restrictions 
A ,,n 9 Tn and A$$,, , we obtain the practically useful result for the solution 
of Eq. (63) which is analogous to Theorem 5 above, 
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THEOREM 9. Suppose that the operators A and B and the numbers TV and 
c satisfy the conditions of Theorem 7. Suppose further that for any x in B, 
Then the sequence {zu,,} determined by the projection-iteration method 
P,,.~ciec~,2 = P,Bclw,,pl + P,A&Y~, , w. = Q1xo , n = 1, 2,..., (93) 
converges trongly in H,, to the (possibly generalized) solution x* in B, of Eq. 
(63). 
PROOF. In virtue of (90) and (91) the same arguments as those used in 
the proof of the first part of Theorem 5 show that for each n the iterants w,, 
determined by (93) or equivalently by 
w, = A;%mwn-1 + Qnxo , q, = Qlxo , (934 
belongs to B, r\ H,O. Let X* be the (possibly generalized) solution of Eq. (63) 
whose existence follows from Theorem 7, i.e., X* belongs to B, and satisfies 
the equation 
x* = v,x* + x0. 
It follows from (93a) and (94) that 
(94) 
= A;i?B,,,Qn-lx* - B,,,,wn-1) + Q&,x* - A$$mQn-lx*. 
Now, since Q,,--IN* and w,+~ belong to H,O n B, , (91) implies that 
( Q,x* - w,, / :< q&) I Qtr+* - w,ul I + I &k-,x* - A,;tB,,Q,,-,x* I . 
(95) 
Moreover, b, = 1 QnV,,x* - AJ~B,,,,Q,,-~x* ( * 0 as n -+ 0~) since, by 
assumption (92), AJAB,~Q,+# - V,x* and QnVPx* - V,,X*, as n - co. 
Thus, putting a, = 1 Qnx* - w,, 1 , we get from (95) the relation 
a, ,< qan-l + bn with 4 = q(P) < 1 and bn - 0, (954 
from which, as in the proof of Theorem 5, we obtain the convergence 
a, = 1 Q,,x* - ZU, / - 0, as n -+ co, i.e., w, - x* and the proof of Theorem 9 
is complete, 
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REMARK 12. It is not hard to verify that the additional condition (92) 
is satisfied when, for example, anyone of the following conditions hold: 
(a) The solution x* belongs to B, n Z&O for sufficiently large 71. 
(b) The sequence {~nBpQn~} converges in H for each x in B, . 
(c) The mapping B, is continuous on B, as a mapping from Ho to H. 
(d) The operator K is closed and D(R) = D(T) (see [6]). 
(e) The operators A, T, K, and B are continuous. This in general would 
be the case for the operators defined everywhere in H. 
Finally let us observe that the projection-iteration method when applied 
to nonlinear equations of the form (3) and (63) or (34) and (89) has an essen- 
tial advantage over the ordinary projection method. Indeed, the application 
of an ordinary projection method to the solution of Eq. (3) or (34) (Eq. (63) 
or (89)) leads to the problem of solving nonlinear algebraic systems for the 
unknown coefficients {a,}. The latter problem, as is well known, is quite 
difficult and moreover for large systems is almost impossible to handle. Even 
the construction of the subsequences of up) or of {J/A*)}, whose convergence 
is guaranteed by Theorem 3 or 4, is complicated since at each n-step it involves 
a solution of a group of n linear equations. On the other hand, the projection- 
iteration method when applied to Eq. (3) or (34) (Eq. (63) or (89)) leads to the 
solution of one linear algebraic system at each step. It appears to the author 
that this fact should prove to be very useful for applications. 
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